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About This Game

In Demon Blade VR, you wield dual swords inherited from a legendary demon slayer "Kolipkaza" in a dire moment while an
volcanic demon lord "Ifritus" erupted by mysterious reasons is attempting to immolate our precious world , you as the only

descendant left has to stop him.

Key Features
- Immersive Real-time Combat

- Swing dual swords in your play style
- Dodge Boss' Attacks
- Get soaked by sweat

Cautions
- Thrilling Actions may cause heart problems in some cases

- Need spatial awareness to prevent accidents
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I grew up playing the Megaman X games on SNES and to this day I still have not beat even the first one. I aim to change that
now that I bought this. the games are just as good as I remember. Only downside is I probably could have just emulated them
and been just as happy lol. But for real I don't mind supporting what Capcom is trying to do here to show that there is still
interest in the series and I hope they continue making them. But even if they don't I don't regret getting these games and I am
very satisfied with my purchase. So if your new to the megaman X series and if you like action platformers then you really can't
go wrong here so come and join in our frustration and enjoy some retro gaming.. A poor man's Ubisoft Trials Evolution. But its
kinda fun and challenging.. I dont recommend this game it does not even work. at first i though it was my bad computer but i
got it upgraded and it still does not work. Everytime i press new game it just freezes on the menu screen and stays like that i left
it for a while and it still did not load so until they fix that and the game plays i will not be playing or recommending it to anyone.
Very nice!They added romanian tuning.Rocomand romanilor care le place Euro Truck Simulator 2 acest DLC.))). A small,
simple plattformer styled like a Gameboy game.

Every level completely fits on screen and you have to reach the exit on the right side from the entrance on the right. Every few
levels you get a new spell to solve the following levels.
The small space filled with instant death traps makes timing and precision necessary but the short distance to the goal shapes the
game to a hard plattformer of small bits. This would be an amazing game for short breaks, however, the rooms usually are
peppered with switches you have to press consecutively before the exit will open. Obviously this is to lenghten the individual
levels but it often just forces you to cross the same Room twice or more.
Even with this nuisance this game is a nice little intermezzo for everybody interested in precision platformers.
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Awesome game already, but massive potential for the future still. One of the few games that has me blowing off my girlfriend
whenever there's a new patch and makes me run and play it.

Great work, when the multiplayer hits, trust me this game will blow up.. counterstrike in space. this game is great.if you like
these sort of games then its for you.just played an hour strait with my kids and we love it.please can we have graphic options so i
can crank it up to the max and more music please only mnanaged to get to level 3 so dont no what the other scenes look like
hopefully pretty.thanks for this little addictive gem.. Third and last episode of the Runaway series and by far the easiest one.

It took me about 7 hours to finish it, and I am no expert of Point & Click games, quite the opposite. I got stuck only a couple of
times, and I could easily find a solution in 15 minutes maximum.

A new feature helps a lot: using F2 all the active elements on the scene will appear. No more risks of not seeing an object
somewhere. Also, if you use F1 there is an internal help system, DO NOT use it or it will be even easier! I used it just once,
thinking it would be just a vague clue, but it is actually quite specific, it kind of takes away all the pleasure. And the game is
really not that difficult to need it.

Graphics is even better, dialogues and characters are fun. The game won't start from the end of episode 2, but you will find out
all details going forward.

I advise you to buy this game if you want to finish the series, do not buy it as a stand-alone, you won't understand much of the
story and it would still be too easy to be fun.. Best FF on gameplay, Worst FF on main story

The main story is boring forgettable political stuff that barely have any epic moment, with the least interesting main villain in
the entire franchise, just rush through main story it'll take 40 hours at most.

The gameplay however is the most interesting part, the battle system is pretty similar with mmorpg's battle system but with
additional system called Gambit. The Gambit system is a really great system that gives player ability to create their own auto-
combat system, so you can just control the movement and the party will fight on their own, and no it isn't boring, you still need
to manually gives command on harder boss battles. License Board system is pretty okay, not that interesting but also not a bad
system. The maps are interesting and unique to one and another.

After reaching the endgame where every location and side quest unlocked is where the real fun begins, including :
- A bunch of hunts and optional bosses that far stronger and more interesting than the final boss.
- Hidden dungeons and puzzles.
- A lot of side quests that way more interesting than the main story.. Even though its mostly negative reviews, I enjoyed the
game.. i've played all of the ravenhearst games and each is as good as the last. this one is challenging and entertaining with a
gripping storyline to it that will keep players on the game for hours on end to continue the mystery to its finale.
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